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Introduction

A nexus approach to the sustainable management of water, soil and 

waste aims at bridging theories, methods and practices for advance-

ments in understanding and dealing with environmental resources.

It raises the questions about what are the aspects relevant for 

consideration and which are the disjunctions that should be overcome.

Findings from environmental development in general and integrated 

water resources management (IWRM) in particular are supposed to 

indicate some key methodological challenges in this respect.



IWRM –

Overall tasks

Managing water resources addresses at least

− the biophysical human-environment system of a river basin or 

coastal cell, and

− the cross-sectoral governance regime with institutions, stakeholders 

and procedures. 

According to the GWP (2000) guiding principles it aims at both

− the protection of ecosystems and water resources, and

− equity use of waters and water resources as public good and value.

It involves dynamics due to

− global and regional change of natural and societal conditions 

(e.g. climate change, demographic change, land-use change) 

− interventions for system alterations (e.g. drainage, rehabilitation). 



IWRM –

Key methodological challenges

1.  Holistic system analysis under conditions of limited or scare data

2.  System’s simulation coupling methods and models for analysis of 

interrelated natural and technical processes

3.  Foresight and impact assessment of system’s change and interventions

4.  Tool-based transfer of complex and uncertain knowledge in a real-

world decision making context

5.  Cross-sectoral analysis of governance regimes and participatory inter-

organisational management strategies

6.  Capacity assessment and development tailor-made for sectoral, 

cross-sectoral and multi-level audiences



Findings towards a nexus approach –

IWRM land-use parameterisation
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Coupled river basin system simulation
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Findings towards a nexus approach –

IWRM foresight and impact assessment
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Findings towards a nexus approach –

FRM decision support tools

Petroschka et al. (2009)

Web-based spatial decision 

support tool to facilitate 

accessibility of knowledge



Findings towards a nexus approach –

Heuristic for analysing water

governance strategies
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IWRM capacity assessment

and development
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Conclusions on methodological

challenges for a nexus approach

A water-soil-waste nexus approach is timely to interrelate disciplinary 

and sectoral knowledge, methods and practices towards advanced 

treatment of real-world complexity and uncertainties

It requires methodological integration at least towards 

− coherent and consistent collection of system’s data

− interoperability of methods and models for system’s simulation

− representation of retrospective and prospective dynamics

− visualisation of knowledge to stakeholders (indicators, DSS tools)

− comprehensive description of (fragmented) governance regimes

− tailor-made approaches for capacity assessment/development



Methodological challenges for a nexus 

approach under global change conditions

Thank you very much for your attention.


